
Flashing in the sun 
with a Glitter of Knives

by Dylan Kinnett

“Except in struggle, there is no more beauty. No work without 
anaggressive character can be a masterpiece.” 
 — The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism, F.T. Marinetti, 1909

THOUGHT 

Picture this. Wild youths have been drinking and carousing, 

late into the night. Surrounded by a beautiful dome, lush car-

pets and hanging lanterns, they argue and they dream aloud 

and they proclaim their demands of the world. This is the 

noisy spirit of youth at its best. They are, all of them, artists 

and thinkers and poets; every one of them is their own genius. 

These dreamers are finished with stuffy old ideas, old acad-

emies, and old mythologies. They’re scanning the night, look-

ing for adventure, looking for something, anything to throw 

off the weight of the slow, tired, immovable world around 

them. Out by the water, hot fires burn in the bellies of giant 

steam ships preparing to embark. Out on the horizon, huge, 

belching engines haul trains across the land. Yet, in the first 

hours of this early morning, it is still too quiet. There doesn’t 

seem to be anything to break the lull, and that lull seems to 

have lasted for centuries; things have been slow and quiet 

forever! Suddenly, there is the unmistakable sound of auto-

mobiles. 



The leader of this young group of midnight poets exclaims, 

“Friends, away! Let’s go! Mythology and the Mystic Ideal are defeat-
ed at last. We’re about to see the Centaur’s birth and, soon after, 
the first flight of Angels!... We must shake at the gates of life, test 
the bolts and hinges. Let’s go! Look there, on the Earth, the very first 
dawn! There’s nothing to match the splendor of the sun’s red sword, 
slashing for the first time through our millennial gloom!”

With that, they run to their cars and drive through the streets of the 
city like bats out of hell. Barking guard dogs recoil in horror at the 
powerful roar of these three cars. Zoom zoom zoom. People on bi-
cycles can only wobble and look pathetic next to the incredible speed 
with which these young rebels tear through the streets. Zoom zoom. 
Crash! One of our young poets crashes his car, flips it, and submerges 
it in a sloppy ditch. No matter to him, though. He climbs blithely out 
of the sludge, and has the car towed, in front of an audience of on-
lookers who seem to him like relics from some ancient world. Every-
one wants to know: will this car start again? It starts! Zoom!

The events in this picture seem like something out of an all-American 
tale, perhaps from Kerouac’s New York, from the exploits of a Tom 
Wolfe hero, or even from a conversation overheard last weekend in a 
college bar. They occurred, however, in Italy, more than one hundred 
years ago, in 1909. The events of that night are written down, at the 
start of the Futurist Manifesto, which was one of the founding docu-
ments of a group of painters, sculptors, architects and musicians who 
called themselves the Futurists. 

Their movement, Futurism, would have a lasting effect on the art of 
the Twentieth Century and beyond, but it was a poet, not a visual 
artist, who first gave voice to the idea of futurism. The Italian poet 
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti wrote the first manifesto. He tells his ex-
citing story about fast driving at the start of the manifesto in order to 
make two things clear: machines are glorious and speed is king. Un-
derstand these two ideas, and you understand the emotional force 
behind Futurism. 

Today, you hear the word futurist thrown around a lot by ped-dlers 
touting their internet solutions, their consultancy skills, their viral 
marketing strategies, their availability for public speaking engage-
ments, their science fiction novels. You hear the word futurist in eu-
logies for Steve Jobs and biographies of James Cameron. You may 
hear the word used to describe monuments proposed to be erected 
on the site of the World Trade Center, or to describe any architecture 
that looks, somehow futuristic. 







It seems we’re transfixed, now more than ever, with the glit-tery promises and dire conse-
quences of technology. We call it a revolution, and we invent grandiose terms to describe 
it, like information superhighway or Cyberspace and many wonder whether this new age 
of information may be so boldly different on an evolutionary scale as to set it apart, the 
way the bronze age is set apart from the stone age. 

In 1909, it was the industrial, not the digital revolution that was on the minds of young, 
reckless writers of manifestos. The new age, for them, was one which had brought them 
steam engines and electricity, telegraphs and telephones, towering steel structures and, 
best of all, zooming automobiles, all within a relatively short period of time. The pace of 
invention during this new age must have seemed staggering, and to many, exciting. In 
1909, the Titanic hadn’t been built yet, but that ship was the product of the spirit of its 
day, a spirit which put tremendous faith in the infallibility of the machine. At the time, 
there had never been a World War, but the possibility of one seemed interesting, even 
desirable, to the young futurists, as an opportunity to shake off some dead weight. 

It is important to note the political aspects of Futurism, which was born out of a time of 
increasing industrialization and tension in the years leading up to fascist Italy and World 
War One. By 1918, a political party was formed, called the Futurist Political Party, by the 
author of the original Futurist Manifesto, Flippo Marinetti. The artists thought of Fascism 
as one of many ways to bring modern reform to their society. Futurism’s spirit of liberation 
from the past that is ultimately more interesting than its unfortunate political affiliations, 
which left many futurists shamed or overlooked, in the years after the fall of fascism. 

The futurist manifesto made bold promises to establish an aesthetics of the future, and 
it spread quickly. The clear demands, instructions, numbered statements and bold claims 
published in manifesto format made a potent way for the idea of futurism to spread 
worldwide. It could be said that the manifestos describing their art are actually the best 
artworks the futurists ever produced.

In 1910, two manifestos were published, “The Manifesto of the Futurist Painters” and the 
more detailed “Technical Manifesto of Futurist Painting” which set out to define a new 
school of futurist painters, with a new, more scientific approach to artistic experimenta-
tion. The Technical Manifesto of Futurist Painting says, 

“we would at any price re-enter into life. Victorious science has nowadays disowned its 
past in order the better to serve the material needs of our time; we would that art, dis-
owning its past, were able to serve at last the intellectual needs which are within us.”

More manifestos followed: in 1911, the “Manifesto of Futurist Playwrights” and the 
“Technical Manifesto of Futurist Music”; In 1912, the “Technical Manifesto of Futurist 
Sculpture”, the “Tech-nical Manifesto of Futurist Literature” and “Abstract Cinema – Chro-
matic Music”; In 1913, a second literary manifesto was published entitled “Imagination 
Without Strings – Words-in-Freedom” as well as “The Art of Noise,” a founding document 
for much of experimental music in the Twentieth Century; In 1914, the “Manifesto of Fu-
turist Architecture” and so on... Over time, more than 50 manifestos in total applied the 
idea of futurism to nearly every aspect of life. 





The futurists reimagined even the culinary arts. In the 1930 Manifesto of Futurist Cooking 
and in the more detailed 1932 Fu-turist Cookbook the futurists describe recipes for dishes 
and ban-quets that push the experience of food into the realm of performance art. Today, 
a futurist banquet might remind its participants of the “happenings” of the 1960s, or of 
contemporary performance in general, which has become more common during the 20th 
Century. At one of these banquets, instructions for the behavior of dinner guests would 
include absurd, sensory experiences, such as wearing sandpaper and eating in total dark-
ness. The food is meant to be sensed and interacted with all the senses, and thus it is 
rarely edible. The Italian futurists were opposed to that most traditional of Italian foods, 
pasta, on the grounds that eating too much of it would make a person sluggish. This anti-
pasta attitude (pun intended) was controversial, of course. 

Writings that resemble recipes are found throughout the body of futurist writings. After 
all, a manifesto is similar to a recipe in several ways. Both frequently contain lists. Both 
are written to prescribe a course of action to produce the intended results. Both can be 
modified in order to produce slightly different results. It comes of little surprise then that 
the author of so many manifestos would eventually turn to writing recipes.

In the manifestos, the futurists are opposed to the traditional aspects of nearly every form 
of creative work. One example is an opposition to the painting of nudes, not because the 
naked body is dirty, but because it has become a boring, overused subject for art. “Noth-
ing is immoral in our eyes; it is the monotony of the nude against which we fight.” The 
manifestos challenge some long-held assumptions, traditions, habits and practices, such 
as the assumption that literature should be beautiful, or that it should be able to be un-
derstood by everyone. 

“They shout at us, ‘Your literature won’t be beautiful! Where is your verbal symphony, 
your harmonious swaying back and forth, your tran-quilizing cadences?’ Their loss we take 
for granted! And how lucky! We make use, instead, of every ugly sound, every expressive 
cry from the violent life that surrounds us. We bravely create the “ugly” in literature, and 
everywhere we murder solemnity. Come! Don’t put on these grand priestly airs when you 
listen to me! Each day we must spit on the Altar of Art. We are entering the unbounded 
domain of free intuition. After free verse, here finally are words-in-freedom.”

Today, even though some ideas like abstraction and a focus on the “new” have been com-
municated to nearly everyone in our culture, there are still some ideas in the futurist 
manifestos whose time seems yet-to-come. Many of these are the literary ideas set down 
in Marinetti’s manifestos, which are now one hundred years old. 

Now that today really is the future, from Futurism’s point-of-view, perhaps a survey of 
those ideas would prove to be inspiring, for a new literary generation, who now enjoy 
computers, desktop publishing, the Internet and an unprecedented ability to manipulate 
and disseminate language, quickly and globally. Perhaps now is a good time for futurist 
literature?





RECIPE FOR THE LITERATURE OF THE FUTURE

Like any good manifesto, the “Words in Freedom” manifesto be-gins with a list of condi-
tions. These conditions are elements of life and society, in an increasingly modern Europe 
at the turn of the Twentieth Century. To be fair, there are some ideas on the list that sound 
very dated, and almost naive, after the fact of two world wars. For example, “a modifica-
tion in the idea of war, which has become the necessary and bloody test of a people’s 
force.” Those ideas are the exception, however. Most of the premise for the manifesto 
sounds very familiar, with several useful ideas that sound as though they could have been 
written very recently, or at any time:

• Pace of life is becoming faster.

• People love anything new or unexpected. 

• Excitement, danger and heroism are emphasized.

• Gender equality is better now than it was in the past.

• For better or worse, materialism has replaced romance as the place where desire 
is most often expressed.

• Cultural identity involves a sense of the national economy and industry. 

• The world seems smaller now, with increased and improved travel.

• Attention spans are getting shorter. “Quick, give me the whole thing in two words!”

• The human experience is infused with evermore technology.

A common theme throughout all these observations is speed. Another is technology. 
These are two of the critical elements of a futurist literary aesthetic, first outlined in the 
manifesto entitled “Technical Manifesto of Futurist Literature” and refined further in “De-
struction of Syntax—Imagination without strings—Words-in-Freedom.”

WORDS IN FREEDOM

Speed is an important element, because it enables a more direct approach. Speed frees 
words from clutter. Speed makes words direct. According to Marinetti, words should be 
free, they should be delivered swiftly, 

“with the same economical speed that the tele-graph imposes on reporters and war cor-
respond-ents in their swift reportings. This urgent laconism answers not only to the laws 
of speed that govern us but also to the rapport of centuries between poet and audience. 
Between poet and audience, in fact, the same rapport exists as between two old friends. 
They can make themselves understood with half a word, a gesture, a glance. So the poet’s 
imagination must weave together distant things with no connecting strings, by means of 
essential free words.” 



He names this idea “Words in Freedom” and today we can find similar things everywhere. 
We’re increasingly able to communicate in ways that resemble Marinetti’s futurist recipe. 
Since the telegraph of his day, we’ve experienced developments like the one minute com-
mercial, the subway poster, the e-mail, the text message, the tweet — all of these are de-
livered swiftly, simultaneously, and many of them resemble the rapport between friends, 
more than they resemble the traditional sense of “literature”. The suggestion to write in 
short, swift and fast-traveling ways now seems to be a very easy suggestion to take.

MULTI-LINEAR LYRICISM

Among many observations about contemporary life, there are common references to “in-
formation overload” which is a condition, real or imagined, where the swiftly delivered 
messages are coming too often, all at once, and at such a pace that it has become impos-
sible to consume all, or even most, of the information in depth. (The idea of information 
overload presupposes that all information is best consumed entirely and in depth, like a 
newspaper that everyone would read from cover to cover.) A century ago, a state of in-
formation overload seemed inevitable, and even desirable, to the futurists. It provided a 
relief from what Marinetti calls Art with a Capital A.

“Art with a capital A constitutes the clericalism of the creative spirit. I ... incite the Futur-
ists to destroy and mock the garlands, the palms, the aureoles, the exquisite frames, the 
mantles and stoles, the whole historical wardrobe and the romantic bric-a-brac that com-
prise a large part of all poetry up to now.”

What today we might call “information overload” Marinetti calls Multi-linear Lyricism, and 
he offers a recipe for how a writer might create the effect. 

“On several parallel lines, the poet will throw out several chains of color, sound, smell, 
noise, weight, thickness, analogy. One of these lines might, for instance, be olfactory, an-
other musical, another pictorial. Let us suppose that the chain of pictorial sensations and 
analogies dominates the others. In this case it will be printed in a heavier typeface than 
the second and third lines...” 

Today, when reading this outline, it is easy to associate it with multimedia, cinema, or 
performance art, where these different sensory elements are as “lines” in a poem. With 
the advent of so many tools for manipulating typefaces, sounds and pictures, millions of 
people are now able to create multi-linear lyricism. It seems only a matter of time until 
writers take up these tools to aid them in the creation of new work.

FREE EXPRESSIVE ORTHOGRAPHY

The futurist manifestos were written at a time when abstraction was becoming an increas-
ingly important element in the visual arts. Impressionism, Cubism, Futurism, and others 
— all involved the creation of images that were less literal, less precise than, for example, 
the paintings of the Renaissance or even the photograph, which was still relatively new 
at the time. Why didn’t literature become more abstract at the same time? Futurism pro-





posed that it could, by admonishing writers to “freely deform, reflesh the words, cutting 
them short, stretching them out, reinforcing the center or the extremities, augmenting or 
diminishing the number of vowels and consonants.” This kind of abstract writing does oc-
cur from time to time. Some examples include skat jazz lyrics, DaDa sound poetry, phrases 
invented for use within text messages; it can be done visually by zen calligraphers or by 
visual poets, but it isn’t done very often. Literary artists just don’t seem to be as inter-
ested in abstrac-tion as their musical and visual cousins. In the future, perhaps they might 
be. On the other hand, many might object to too much abstraction, because words are 
expected to have meaning; it requires special talent and understanding to convey abstrac-
tion in a compelling and interesting way, and without that, most people will say “I don’t 
get it.” Marinetti would say “I do not care for the comprehension of the multitude, I will 
reply that the number of Futurist public speakers is increasing and that any admired tradi-
tional poem, for that matter, requires a special speaker if it is to be understood.”

MUSICAL NOTATION

So much of poetry depends upon the way it sounds and yet, more often than not, it is 
written on paper and read silently. Futurism suggests a way to break free of those silent 
habits, by borrowing from the idea of musical notation. In written music, there are easy 
ways to read instructions to speed up, slow down, to grow louder or more quiet, to add 
more sounds or fewer. A large part of written music is a set of instructions for how to 
perform the music, to control the way that it sounds. If the sound of poetry is also so 
important, then why do we only write the words and not those instructions? This can be 
done very easily, with the use of parenthetical instructions. “We put between parenthe-
ses indications such as (fast) (faster) (slower) (two-beat time) to control the speed of the 
style.” Just as it is often done in music, the instructions might also be placed above the 
lines of the main text.

If, one hundred years ago, the futurists had known about pocket-sized sound recording 
devices, they may have suggested that all poets should write by speaking into these, and 
to abandon the page. After all, it is easier, faster, and more direct to hear the changes in 
the sound of a poem as performed by its author, than it would be to decipher some stage 
directions about it.

DESTRUCTION OF SYNTAX

The syntax of a language is the set of rules the govern the way that words are arranged. 
There are right ways and wrong ways to arrange words. Not so for the futurists. Marinetti 
proposes that writers should destroy syntax. This can be done by using any of the meth-
ods above, but in particular, it can be done with a new understanding of pronouns, adjec-
tives and verbs. 

The pronoun “I” is to literature what the nude figure is to painting; it is overused, bor-
ing, perhaps meaningless because of its overuse and should be avoided. This sentiment 
is parallel to a common statement today, a statement expressed by the title of a recent 
book which purports to be a kind of tutorial for how to write on the internet. The title is 





“No One Cares What You Had For Lunch Today.” It is good writing advice to focus on more 
substantial things, especially in a world where people are live-blogging their lunches.

If the focus is on substantial things, then it’s possible for adjectives to get in the way, 
according to futurism. “We must make use of the adjective as little as possible and in a 
manner completely different from its use hitherto. One should treat adjectives like railway 
signals of style, employ them to mark the tempo, the retards and pauses along the way.” 
It might be difficult to imagine a text that uses adjectives in a completely different way, 
but Marinetti suggests something that sounds quite a bit like what we now call a “word 
cloud” where the adjective is in the center, and other words and phrases surround it, so 
that the adjective is understood to modify every other idea on the page. He calls such an 
all-modifying adjective the “lighthouse adjective.”

A style focused on speed, and on direct things, would naturally prefer the most direct 
form of a verb, the infinitive. In many cases, the infinitive can stand all alone, as a sentence 
would, so that the words are free. To live! To die! Infinitive statements like these lend a 
sense of urgency to the text, and can be used to make calls to action. For example, in what 
is now a familiar trope for a manifesto, the Manifesto of Futurist Musicians contains a list 
of numbered conclusions, or calls to action: to convince, to combat, to abstain, to keep at 
a distance, to destroy, to proclaim, to transform, etc.

TYPOGRAPHIC REVOLUTION

Futurists are keenly aware that printing a mechanical process. Futurists celebrate this and, 
for example, one Futurist book was bound together by large metal bolts. Perhaps the 
most important mechanical process involved with printing is the type itself. For the futur-
ists, words in freedom would demand that the typography should also be free. No more 
regimented rows of letters in neat, orderly arrangement. The size, shape and position of 
the words, letters and symbols on the page can be freed up, and used as part of the art-
work. A futurist writer, one hundred years ago, would thrill to see the word clouds and 
info-graphics in use today, or the many software applications that allow us to manipulate 
the appearance of text on the page or a screen. As these tools become commonplace, 
they are able to have some effect on the way people write with them.

The goal of all this, in Marinetti’s words, is to “redouble the expressive force of words” 
to “hurl them in the reader’s face” to “impress on the words (already free, dynamic, and 
torpedo-like) every velocity of the stars, the clouds, aeroplanes, trains, waves, explosives, 
globules of seafoam, molecules, and atoms.” It would be just as new and exciting, now as 
then, to write this way, and with the tools that are available now, it should be easier and, 
best of all, it should be faster.








